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Abstract
We aimed to identify the progress of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)-speci�c gene set. Using the HCC
data set from The Cancer Genome Atlas, we found that 10 genes were gradually up-graduated with the
progress of HCC and associated with survival and classed as HCC-unfavorable gene set, while 29 genes
were gradually down-graduated and associated with survival and classed as HCC-favorable gene set.
Gene Set Variation Analysis (GSVA) was used to score individual samples against the two gene sets. ROC
curve analysis showed both of HCC-unfavorable GSVA score and HCC-favorable GSVA score were reliable
biomarkers for diagnosing HCC, tROC curve analysis and univariate/multivariate Cox proportional
hazards analyses indicated that HCC-unfavorable GSVA score was an independently prognostic
biomarkers. Moreover, the results were validated in an external independent data set. In addition,
according to mutation and methylation analysis, we proposed that the aberrant expression of HCC-
unfavorable gene may be driven by hypomethylation, not mutation.

Introduction
According to global cancer statistics of 2018, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) has become the sixth most
common cancer and the fourth leading cause of cancer death in the world[1]. The main causes of HCC
include chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV), hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, a�atoxin contaminated food,
heavy drinking, obesity, smoking, type 2 diabetes[2,3]. About 80–90% of HCC patients have potential
cirrhosis[4]. Although there are many treatments such as hepatectomy, liver transplantation,
radiofrequency ablation, embolization therapy, and molecule-targeted chemotherapy, the therapeutic
effect of advanced HCC is still limited[5]. Therefore, it is essential to explore its molecular mechanism
and robust diagnostic and prognostic markers.

With the development of high throughput sequencing technology, more and more molecular diagnostic
markers of HCC have been identi�ed. Most of these studies on the prognosis of HCC focused on a single
or several molecules[6–9], while less attention was paid to the characteristic gene set related to HCC
progress. And so far, there is no widely accepted molecular prognostic biomarker for HCC.

Hereon, we identi�ed two HCC-progression characteristic gene sets named as HCC-unfavorable gene set
and HCC-favorable gene set. Gene set variation analysis (GSVA) was used to score individual samples
against the two gene sets. Both of HCC-unfavorable GSVA score and HCC-favorable GSVA score may be
biomarker for HCC and HCC’s prognosis.

Results

Various genes were differentially expressed with the
progression of HCC
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PCA analysis of TCGA data showed that the expression patterns of the global genes (Figure 2A) could
not distinguish HCC from control. Compared to control samples, there were 2114 DEGs in stage I HCCs
(Figure 2B), 2714 DEGs in stage II HCCs (Figure 2C), 2871 DEGs in stage III HCCs (Figure 2D) and 3718
DEGs stage IV HCCs (Figure 2E). There are 1273 common DEGs in stage I-IV HCC (Figure 2F). Among of
them, 82 DEGs were gradually up-regulated and 176 DEGs were gradually down-regulated with HCC
progress. And PCA analysis showed that the expression patterns of these genes could distinguish HCC
from control (Figure 2G).

The gradually up-regulated/down-regulated genes involved
in multiple HCC-related pathways
Functional enrichment analysis was used to explore the biological functions and related pathways of
gradually up-regulated and down-regulated genes. The results of GO analysis revealed that the gradually
up-regulated genes were signi�cantly involved in negative regulation of megakaryocyte, olfactory bulb
interneuron differentiation, endothelial growth factor stimulus and other biological processes (Figure 3A),
while that gradually down-regulated genes are mainly involved in xenobiotic metabolic process, response
to xenobiotic stimulus, cellular response to xenobiotic stimulus and other biological processes (Figure
3B). The gradually up-regulated genes signi�cantly involved in multiple pathogen of HCC-related
pathways, such as viral carcinogenesis and alcoholism (Figure 3C), while the gradually down-regulated
genes signi�cantly involved in PPAR signaling pathway, Retinol metabolism, Steroid hormone
biosynthesis, Bile secretion, and ABC transporters pathways (Figure 3D).

HCC-unfavorable/favorable gene set
A total of 10 gradually up-regulated genes (ACP4, ATP6V0D2, BRSK1, CHGA, CLEC2L, CREG2, CYP19A1,
PNCK, STEAP1B, TMC7) were associated with poor overall survival, classed as HCC-unfavorable gene set
(Figure 4A). Moreover, 4 genes (BRSK1, CLEC2L, PNCK and TMC7) were included in The Human Protein
Atlas, all of them were high expressed in HCC compared to normal liver (Figure 4B) which is consistent
with our �ndings. Twenty-nine gradually down-regulated genes were associated with good prognosis,
classed as the HCC-favorable gene set (Table 1). CAMK4, DMGDH, IYD, CCDC42, ESR1, CPEB3, CYP3A43,
VIPR1, AKR1D1 and ADRA1A were the ten genes with the most signi�cant association with good
prognosis (Figure 4C).

HCC-unfavorable GSVA score and HCC-favorable GSVA
score are biomarkers of HCC and HCC-unfavorable GSVA
score was an independent prognostic factor
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The GSVA package was applied to calculate HCC-unfavorable GSVA scores and HCC-favorable GSVA
score for all samples. Obviously, HCC-favorable GSVA score was decreasing, while HCC-unfavorable
GSVA score was increasing with HCC progress (Figure 5A). ROC curve analysis indicated that both HCC-
unfavorable GSVA score and HCC-favorable GSVA score are biomarker of HCC with AUC = 0.962 and AUC
= 0.992, respectively (Figure 5B), which was veri�ed in GSE54236 with AUC = 0.679 and AUC = 0.862
(Figure 5C). All HCCs in TCGA were separated into low- and high-score groups according to the median
GSVA score. Both the GSVA score system were associated with prognosis in univariate Cox proportional
regression analysis, moreover, the multivariate Cox proportional regression analysis indicated the HCC-
unfavorable GSVA score was an independent prognostic factor of HCC compared to clinicopathological
features (Table 2) and with AUC = 0.704 in the 2-year tROC curve (Figure 6D). As we expected, a high
HCC-unfavorable GSVA score was associated with a poorer overall survival (Figure 6E), and that was
validated in GSE54236. (Figure 6F)

The aberrant expression of HCC-unfavorable genes may
result from hypomethylation
Only 16 (4.4%) of 364 samples had a alteration in one or several HCC-unfavorable genes and most
samples did not have genetical alteration (Fig.6A). Comparison to normal liver tissue, HCC-unfavorable
genes in multiple CpG islands revealed signi�cantly (Fig.6B) low methylation level, especially ACPT,
ATP6V0D2, CREG2, CYP19A1 and CLEC2L. Thus, the aberrant expression of HCC-unfavorable genes may
result from hypomethylation. Among them, HTR2A-AS1 is a non-coding RNA gene, and not available in
the wanderer.

Discussion
HCC is one of the most lethal malignant tumors in the world[10]. Most HCCs were diagnosed at stage III
and IV, resulting in poor prognosis. The pathological mechanism of HCC is still elusive, and so far, there
has been no reliable biomarker used in clinic to predict the survival of patients with HCC. Many previous
studies are mainly focused on a single gene or molecule, and did not take the simultaneous changes of
multiple genes into account[11–13]. In the present study, we identi�ed 82 gradually up-regulated genes
and 176 gradually down-regulated genes with HCC-progression, which revealed the development of HCC
results from synergistic effects of multiple genes. Function enrichment analysis indicated that the
gradually up-regulated genes signi�cantly involved in multiple pathogen of HCC-related pathways, such
as viral carcinogenesis[14] and alcoholism[15]. This may indicate that the expression of pathogen-related
gene of HCC may re�ect the progress of HCC and it was crucial to eliminate the pathogens in the
management of HCC.

Survival analysis showed only a few up-regulated/down-regulated genes are associated with the
prognosis. It may be the �rst time, as our best knowledge, a HCC-unfavorable gene set including 10
gradually up-regulated genes and a HCC-favorable gene set including 29 gradually down-regulated genes
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was collected. Not surprisingly, we found that some of these genes were reported and associated with
cancer. In HCC-unfavorable gene set, STEAP1B, TMC7, CYP19A1 and PNCK associated with prostate
cancer, pancreatic carcinoma, breast cancer, respectively[16–19]. Here, we found them may also be
associated with HCC. Moreover, genes ACP4, BRSK1, CHGA, ATP6V0D2, CLEC2L, and CREG2 may be
associated with HCC and this was few reported so far. While in HCC-favorable gene set, many genes have
been identi�ed to be associated with HCC, such as VIPR1, CPEB3, HTR2A-AS1, ACSM3, ADRA1A, AKR1D1,
BHMT, CD226, CD5L, CYP3A4, CYP3A43, DMGDH, ESR1, GLYATL1 and RDH16. Low expression of VIPR1
had an adverse prognostic impact on HCC[20], loss of ACSM3 expression was found to correlate with
advanced HCC stages and a poor survival[21], down-regulation of BHMT in HCC associates with poor
prognosis[22], low-expressed of CD226 could promote proliferative, migrating, and invasive activities of
HCC cells[23], down-regulation of CYP3A4 gene is an independent predictor of early recurrence of
HCC[24]. The results of the previous study were consistent with our �ndings.

Previously, several gene signatures were reported to predict prognosis in HCC[25–28]. In these studies, a
gene often got a coe�cient from a Cox regression analysis or other method in the training set and the
coe�cient was various. However, due to the limitations of the sample size in the previous studies and the
tumor heterogeneity, we may never get the real coe�cient of a gene. Therefore, GSVA was used to score
individual samples against gene sets (HCC-unfavorable gene set and HCC-favorable gene set) in our
study. ROC curve analysis suggested that both HCC-unfavorable GSVA score and HCC-favorable GSVA
score exhibited strong diagnostic capacity of HCC. And tROC curve analysis showed that HCC-
unfavorable GSVA score can be a prognostic biomarker. Univariate and multivariate Cox regression
analysis suggested that HCC-unfavorable GSVA score was an independent factor for HCC’s overall
survival.

Moreover, through genetical alteration and methylation analysis, we found few samples had a alteration
in one or several HCC-unfavorable genes. Comparison to normal liver tissue, HCC-unfavorable genes in
multiple CpG islands revealed signi�cantly low methylation level. Thus, the aberrant expression of HCC-
unfavorable genes may result from hypomethylation, not mutation. This indicated that the pathological
process of HCC may be more relevant to epigenetic than genetic mutations[29].

Although we provided new insights into the HCC prognostic strati�cation system, several limitations were
notable in the present study. Firstly, the molecular mechanism requires experimental veri�cation.
Secondly, it is not clear whether the two gene sets are causal or merely markers for HCC and its
prognosis.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we identi�ed a HCC-unfavorable gene set and a HCC-favorable gene set. The HCC-
unfavorable GSVA score and HCC-favorable GSVA score may serve as new biomarkers of HCC, and the
HCC-unfavorable GSVA score was an independent biomarkers for predicting prognosis.
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Materials And Methods

Materials Acquiring
In The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA, https://www.cancer.gov/)[30], there are 171 HCCs with stage I, 86
HCCs stage II, 83 HCCs with stage III, 5 HCCs with stage IV and 42 healthy liver tissue samples. In
addition, GSE54236 based on GPL6480 platform was download from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO,
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/)[31], included 81 HCC samples and 80 healthy liver tissue samples.
GSE54236 was used to verify the prognostic value. The “normalizeBetweenArrays” function in the limma
package[32] was used to normalize the gene expression pro�les. If a gene responds to a multiple probes,
the average value of these probes is considered to be the expression value of the corresponding gene.
The work�ow of the present study was shown in Figure 1.

Differentially expressed gene (DEG) analysis
The RNA sequencing expression pro�le (displayed as read counts) of HCC in TCGA was download. The
voom function[33] in limma package was used to normalized the RNA sequencing data and limma
package[32,34] was used to identify DEG of 4 stage HCC and healthy liver tissue samples respectively.
DEG was set as P < 0.01 after FDR correction and |logFC| >1.5 as the threshold. In the progress of HCC, if
a DEG was gradually up-regulated (logFCstage I vs control < logFCstage II vs control < logFCstage III vs
control < logFCstage IV vs control) or gradually down-regulated (logFCstage I vs control > logFCstage II vs
control > logFCstage III vs control > logFCstage IV vs control), then it was considered to be HCC-
progression characteristic gene.

Functional enrichment analysis
Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment
analyses of the gradually up-regulated and gradually down-regulated genes were performed respectively
using the clusterPro�ler package[35] in R. P < 0.05 was considered signi�cant.

Survival analysis and HCC- unfavorable/ favorable gene set
The median expression value of each gradually up-regulated and gradually down-regulated gene was
used as a threshold value to divide patients into high- and low-expression groups. We applied for a
Kaplan–Meier survival analysis with the log-rank method to evaluate the association with a gene and
prognosis. Survival analysis was performed using survival package (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package
= survival) in R. P < 0.01 was considered to be signi�cant. A gene was gradually up-regulated in HCC
progress and associated with poor prognosis is de�ned as HCC-unfavorable gene, while a gene was
gradually down-regulated in HCC progress and associated with a good prognosis is de�ned as HCC-

https://www.cancer.gov/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
http://%28https//CRAN.R-project.org/package=survival
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favorable gene. Subsequently, two HCC-progression characteristic gene sets were collected, including
HCC-unfavorable gene set and HCC-favorable gene set.

Calculation of HCC-unfavorable/favorable GSVA score
The GSVA package implements a non-parametric unsupervised method, called Gene Set Variation
Analysis (GSVA), for assessing gene set enrichment (GSE) in gene expression micro array data or RNA-
seq data. GSVA package[36] in R was used to calculate HCC-unfavorable GSVA score and HCC-favorable
GSVA score for an individual sample.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis,
univariate/multivariate Cox proportional regression analysis
and time-dependent ROC (tROC) curve analysis
The pROC package[37] was used to conduct ROC curve analysis evaluate their ability to diagnose HCC.
Univariate/multivariate Cox proportional hazards analyses were used to compare the relative prognostic
value of the two GSVA score systems with that of routine clinicopathological features. P < 0.05 was
considered signi�cant. The tROC curve analysis was used to evaluate the prognostic value for the 2-year
survival rate of the independent prognostic factors.

Validate the GSVA score system in an independent data set
As it was in the TCGA HCC cohort, the HCC-unfavorable/favorable GSVA score was calculated, and then
ROC curve, tROC curve and survival analyses were performed in GSE54236.

Validation of aberrant expression of HCC-unfavorable genes
at protein level
The Human Protein Atlas(https://v15.proteinatlas.org/)[38] can provide information on the tissue and cell
distribution of all 24,000 human proteins. We scanned The Human Protein Atlas web tool to validate the
differential expression of the HCC-unfavorable genes at the protein level.

Mutation and methylation analysis
In order to explore the potential mechanism of differential expression of HCC-unfavorable genes, we
scanned the mutation and methylation of these genes. The TCGAbiolinks package[39] was used to
download and scan the alteration statuses of HCC-unfavorable genes. At the same time, we explored
DNA methylation of these genes using Wanderer (http://maplab.imppc.org/wanderer/)[40], which is an

http://atlas%28https//v15.proteinatlas.org/
http://%28http//maplab.imppc.org/wanderer/
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intuitive network tool that can be used to retrieve DNA methylation and gene expression in different tumor
types in TCGA databases.
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Tables
Table 1 HCC-unfavorable gene set and HCC-favorable gene set

Gene set Gene symbol
 

HCC-
unfavorable

gene set

ACP4, ATP6V0D2, BRSK1, CHGA, CLEC2L, CREG2, CYP19A1, PNCK,
STEAP1B, TMC7

 

 

 

HCC-
favorable
gene set

ACSM3, ADRA1A, AKR1D1, BHMT, CAMK4, CCDC42, CD226, CD5L,
CLEC12A, CPEB3, CYP3A4, CYP3A43, DMGDH, ESR1, ETFDH, GHR,
GLYATL1, GRAMD1C, HTR2A-AS1, IYD, LGI1, LINC00885,
NDST3,NR1I2, NUGGC, RANBP3L, RDH16, SRD5A2,VIPR1

 

 

 

Table 2  Univariate and multivariate analyses of two GSVA score

Factor Univariate Cox analysis   Multivariate Cox analysis
β P.Value HR(95% CI)   β P.Value HR(95% CI)

T stage(T3-4 / T1-2) 0.919 0.000 1.723-3.649   0.748 0.465 0.284-15.71
Metastasis(M1 / M0) 1.382 0.019 1.252-

12.679
  0.314 0.610 0.409-4.583

Pathological stage(III-IV / I-II) 0.911 0.000 1.711-3.613   0.418 0.683 0.204-
11.281

HCC-unfavorable GSVA score(high /
low)

0.820 0.000 1.553-3.32   0.582 0.036 1.039-3.086

HCC-favorable GSVA score(high / low) -0.795 0.000 0.308-0.663   -0.508 0.072 0.346-1.047
Lymph node stage(N2-3 / N0-1) 0.684 0.341 0.485-8.086        

Grade(G3-4 / G1-2) 0.131 0.498 0.781-1.663        
Age(>65 years / <=65 years) 0.239 0.202 0.88-1.833        

Gender(male / female) -0.232 0.228 0.544-1.156        
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Figure 1

Flow Chart of this study.
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Figure 2

Differential expression gene (DEG) analysis and principal component analysis (PCA). (A) PCA of TCGA's
HCC gene expression pro�le. (B) Volcano plot of differentially expressed gene between HCC with stage I
and normal liver tissue. (C) Volcano plot of differentially expressed gene between HCC with stage II and
normal liver tissue. (D) Volcano plot of differentially expressed gene between HCC with stage III and
normal liver tissue. (E) Volcano plot of differentially expressed gene between HCC with stage IV and
normal liver tissue. red represents up-regulated genes, blue represents down-regulated genes, and gray
represents no signi�cantly differentially expressed genes. (F) Common DEGs in HCC stage I-IV. (G) PCA of
gradually up-regulated and down-regulated genes.
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Figure 3

Biological processes and KEGG pathways enrichment analysis of gradually up-regulated/down-regulated
genes. (A) Biological process of gradually up-regulated genes. (B) Biological process of gradually down-
regulated genes. (C) KEGG pathway analysis of gradually up-regulated genes. (D) KEGG pathway
analysis of gradually down-regulated genes.
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Figure 4

Survival analysis and immunohistochemistry. (A) Survival curves of 10 HCC-unfavorable gene set. (B)
High expression of genes in immunohistochemistry, normal liver tissue samples are on the left and HCC
samples are on the right. (C) Survival curves of 10 genes most signi�cantly correlated with prognosis in
HCC-favorable gene set.
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Figure 5

Evaluating the diagnostic and prognostic abilities of HCC-unfavorable GSVA score and HCC-favorable
GSVA score. (A) HCC-unfavorable GSVA score was gradually increased and HCC-favorable GSVA score
was gradually reduced with HCC progress. (B) ROC curves of HCC-unfavorable GSVA score and HCC-
favorable GSVA score. (C) ROC curves of HCC-unfavorable GSVA score and HCC-favorable GSVA score in
GSE54236. (D) tROC curves of HCC-unfavorable GSVA score in TCGA. (E) Survival analysis of HCC-
unfavorable GSVA score in HCC from TCGA. (F) Survival analysis of HCC-unfavorable GSVA score in HCC
from TCGA and GSE54236.
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Figure 6

Genetical alteration and methylation analysis of HCC-unfavorable gene set. (A) Genetical alteration
analysis of HCC-unfavorable genes. (B) Methylation analysis of HCC-unfavorable gene set.


